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Review No. 102951 - Published 20 Mar 2011

Details of Visit:

Author: rimbaud
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 9 Mar 2011 14.00
Duration of Visit: 2hrs +
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Candy Clarke
Website: http://www.candyclarke.com
Phone: 07952035310

The Premises:

As previously reported, Candy has a ver well appointed flat in a quiet street close to Earls Court
Station - the flat has an ethnic theme as far as d?cor is concerned and is as welcoming as the lady
herself.

The Lady:

Candy is - as is obvious from her site - a lovely ebony lady with a stunning figure. I was somewhat
surprised (pleasantly) to find her more petite than would be indicated by her website pics. Don't get
me wrong, she is as curvaceous as any man could wish for, but with a charming almost birdlike
quality to her. She greeted me at the door in an elegant black dress with matching black hold-ups.

The Story:

Time spent with this lovely lady is a true GFE to use an old clich? - but trust me,that is the best
description. We got to know each other over some Champagne which I had brought (I mention this
only in passing and should say that if you arrive empty handed, Candy has wine and other goodies
on offer) - soon,any possible barriers disappear as Candy shows herself in a charming and friendly
light. We eventually withdrew to the bedroom where all her abundant charms and sexual skills were
brought to bear. Candy asked me to undress her - which adds to the GFE - and soon the black
dress was gone to reveal a lovely red & black bra & thong combo which I also relished removing.I
won't go into specific detail - suffice to say that Candy has all the talents of a true courtesan. If you
are seeking a raunchy PSE liaison,look elsewhere. For the ultimate GFE that will leave you sated
and your head spinning, look no further. An absolute gem, and no hint of clock watching either. 
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